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Spaces for Sharing Stories



Mission

The Tenement Museum promotes 
understanding and historical perspective 
through the presentation and interpretation 
of the variety of immigrant and migrant 
experiences on Manhattan's Lower East Side, 
a gateway to America.



Mission

The Museum does not anticipate their core 
goal of collecting stories to change in the 
foreseeable future.
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Assets

 97 Orchard



Assets

Oral Histories  
Descendants tell stories that help recreate the past



Assets

Educators



Assets 103 Orchard



Challenges

The Lower East Side is quickly becoming gentrified. 

How can the Tenement Museum responsibly address 
the neighborhood's shifting demographic so that is it 
not solely addressing a historical relic (97 Orchard)?



Challenges

97 Orchard has a finite number of people who can visit 
it through tours. 

103 Orchard needs to offer historical information on 
immigration, but ALSO through interaction and sharing 
stories.



Challenges 

The make-up of current immigrants is constantly 
changing 

The Tenement Museum must constantly address 
changing immigration trends.



Techniques

The proposal is inspired by the museum's assets:

Oral Histories 
expanding the Museum's collection

Physical Space of 103 Orchard
for public and private discussion
for the Lower East Side and immigrant communities

Educators 
to facilitate Kitchen Conversations through new oral 
histories



Proposal
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Proposal

Street View to Community and Visitor Center



Proposal

Dia[LOG]



Proposal

Dia[LOG]



Proposal



Proposal

Conversation Room



Proposal



Proposal

Exhibition View



Proposal

Story Sharers



Audience [2034]

Male
Student
26

Immigrated from 
India 2 years ago

Lives in Queens

"I came to the Lower East Side 
Tenement Museum to hear a 
lawyer speak about tenants' 
rights... my landlord has been 
giving me trouble!

Afterwards, I recorded my account 
of immigrating to the US in the dia
[LOG]. I was not able to attend a 
Kitchen Conversation, but I do 
hope my story is chosen in one for 
discussion. "



Audience [2034]

Female
Retired Doctor
68

Lives in 
Manhattan

"I went on a tour of 97 Orchard. 
That building is so popular I had to 
wait several weeks to reserve a 
spot.

After the tour we went to 103 
Orchard to participate in a Kitchen 
Conversation. 

I was pleased to find access to non-
profits that specialize in historical 
preservation in the 
visitor/community center. That has 
been a long time interest of mine."



Precedents

Tea Cart Stories



Precedents

Vision Vessel



Precedents

Story Corps



Come share your stories!


